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5%  136019  427467  3 
1%  140634  442834  6 
0.1%  141142  444679  7 
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Table 2 Components Sorting Scheme for Boosters Data Base 
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Functional Unit  Related Component 
"Structure"  Nose cone, forward skirt, rear skirt, heat shield, interstage section, intertank section, forward 
and rear attachment system, pipe and harness ducts 
"Equipment"  Power supply, harness, instrumentation, telemetry, commando unit, rocket motors for stage 
separation, pyrotechnics for separation and self-destruction 
"Tank"  Equipped liquid propellant or oxidizer tank: Tank structure, isolation, propellant pipes, 
antivortex and -sloshing devices and tank pressurization system (not part of engine or LOX 
feed unit)
"Motor Case"  Rocket motor case incl. insulation, liner and igniter for solid fuel/propellant 
"Nozzle" Solid rocket like ablative nozzle with hydraulic actuated thrust vector control unit 
"Engine" / "LOX 
Feed Unit" 
Liquid rocket engine (incl. Actuation system and control units) or technological comparable 











“Engine” / “LOX 
Feed Unit” 
20 
Solid Propellant 0.1 
























Table 4 Mass Data of Single Boosters and their Units – Grosse 
Fvac/mo=2.6  Liquid  Solid  Hybrid Baseline 
Launch Mass(t)  206  292  335 
Structural Index  0.0980  0.1596  0.1534 
Functional Unit  Mass(t)     
“Structure”  5.1(28%)  5.3(13%)  8.5(19%) 
“Equipment”  1.5(8%)  2.0(5%)  2.3(5%) 
“Tank”  6.3(34%)  N/A  5.1(12%) 
“Motor Case”  N/A  22.9(57%)  14.8(33%) 











Table 5 Cost Distribution between Functional Units – Grosse 
Functional Unit  Liquid  Solid  Hybrid 
“Structure”  11%  15%  16% 
“Equipment”  13%  23%  19% 
“Tank”  19%  N/A  14% 
“Motor Case”  N/A  16%  7% 
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10.00    11.4  13.4  14.2 
Booster length(ft)  103.6    312  191  178 
Booster Gross 
mass lb 
618000    1,226,369  1,115,692  1,247,829 
Booster dry wt (no 
lox) lb 
n/a	   508,020  484,424  529,660 
Thrust Lbf 
(average) 
1,140,000	   2,602,847  2,577,606  2,723,570 
Ave Vac ISP(sec)  275.4	   239.9 SL  245.2 SL  250.0 SL 
Burntime(sec)  130	   100  100  100 
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